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hen parents confront the reality of raising children, there are many issues which they have to
resolve. One of those issues is the role of sport in
the family life. For some people, organized sport
has no place in the family planning and remains
strictly a prerogative of the child if that child has
the time. For some people, organized sport is an event which
is part of belonging to a community and they support their
child participating in sport for that reason. For some people,
organized sport is a serious undertaking and the family life’s
and values involves participating in sport at the highest level
possible.
As sport clubs start to evolve from a few teams to a 100 teams,
the demand on the sport club to offer enhanced playing opportunities becomes greater. And since the parents who take sport
more serious are also the ones who generally want to lead the
group, the majority of sport clubs are led by people for whom
the enhanced playing is the dominant reason they stay in sport.
Soccer in North America, for many years in the twentieth century, was a sport of immigrants and not a sport for their children
or their grand children. This experience of the relative unimportance of soccer continued until the 1990’s when soccer became
the dominant youth sport in North America in a way not experienced in Europe or South America. Youth sports clubs evolved
since 1970 where the majority of the players were there for
the socializing and community involvement purpose. In North
America, the professional soccer leagues were far behind the
other professional sports and those professional soccer teams
took no role in developing youth soccer. The revolution in the
development of youth soccer took place without professional
team involvement, without a professional sports league presence, and responded strictly to the changing parental demands
placed on the system.
The reason that soccer became more dominant in the 1990’s
was essentially that soccer was more accessible and cheaper to younger children than baseball, basketball or hockey.
For many years, the main professional sports took no interest in the youth (age 4 to 10) part of their games because it
was difficult for children that young to play their sports. Soccer was different because it was easily accessible to players as young as 3 years old. As a result of the numbers of
players, groups have developed in the past 30 years, catering to the demands of those parents who take sports more
seriously, and who provide training, travel and scholarships.
The issues presented to the Leaside-East Toronto Soccer Club
in connection with growth competitive youth sport are many.
The soccer club model that the Leaside Soccer Club from since
1975 was a volunteer parent coached team. That model worked
well for many years. At the same time, more and more alternatives were being offered and new ingredients were being tried.
These include games in the United States and even in Europe;
increasing recruitment by colleges and universities in the United States for players. As a result of all of these pressures, the
Ontario Soccer Association (OSA), which represented a collection of the youth soccer clubs who wanted elite soccer play, in
their desire to keep their control of the development of soccer,
continued and continues to change the rules and structures of
the game and the leagues. The problem for the OSA has been
that without the discipline and structure of professional groups
leading soccer, these changes in rules has been largely driven
by political changes in the soccer clubs and not by any focus
on the recreational element. Since the recreational element
comprises virtually 90% of the membership, these rule changes
have generally been a mechanism to effect control and not with
a view to improving the game.
The Leaside Soccer Club has had a typical enrolment of players, and while we had competitive youth teams, approximately

10% of the players opted to play competitive soccer. Of that
10%, 10% were wanting what they felt was the best level of
experience for their children and thus were very susceptible
to moving from club to club in search of better teams. At the
same time, individuals were coming along to coach teams,
for whom that coaching was their work and thus, as a result
of wanting the very best team to show their individual superiority, where constantly recruiting players of other teams. In
effect the model of the volunteer-parent coach was falling
apart given the time necessary to compete with paid coaches activity. Finally, the centrifugal effect of having something available which is considered better attracts parents
who cannot afford to pay for that experience. At the same
time, athletic ability being randomly spread in society, not
all of the better athletes have the resources to pay for that
experience. Our experience was that as many as 25% of the
people could not afford the cost of competitive play. There
have been books written on this subject such as ‘The Most
Expensive Game in Town’, ‘The rising cost of Youth Sports
and the Toll on Today’s Families’, written by March Hyman,
Beacon Press.
The pressures created in this area are analogous to the pressures in the public school system of North America with the
growth of the private and charter schools. In both situations,
the public school system and a community soccer club one
has to resolve what do the majority of people want and expect. This conflict is not just a conflict of who can afford
an alternative but is also a conflict as to what is our raison
d’etre, what do we stand for.
Since these pressures are incompletely understood; in the
North America context, which is a continually evolving immigrant population; in the shifting values of work and play;
the issue of what to do will always be in doubt and subject
to only temporary decisions.
In 2018, the Leaside-East Toronto Soccer Club has ceased
to support a competitive program. This decision has been
made over the past 4 years and is in response to the above
situations. Other soccer clubs have taken grass roots house
league soccer club and made them into businesses. In addition there has grown up a plethora of private soccer academies, catering to the parental desires. In the current climate,
it is doubtful that this situation will change in the next ten
years.

FIFA 2018: WILL THE WORLD
SEE BEYOND THE CUP?
World Cup brings Russia a long awaited chance to show a golden side.

T

he World Cup in 2018 will mark the
first time Russia has ever hosted
this event and their 11th World Cup
appearance. Their highest finish was a
fourth place finish in 1966.
With 32 teams and over 700 players set
to take the field in the 21st edition of the
FIFA World Cup, the 2018 FIFA World Cup
tournament will hurl host Russia into
the global spotlight and while it is hard
to imagine a positive headline this year
featuring the words “Russia” and “global
impact.” it will make just such a positive
contribution on the international stage.
If anything, the international news media
seem to be competing to provide the most
lurid possible coverage of Russia under
President Vladimir Putin, but the mega
football event will have limited impact on
rated Russian companies, including banks,
regional governments, and the sovereign
itself.
It is hard to overstate the social impact
the World Cup will have within Russia.
A Russian boy or girl who witnesses an
international sporting event of this kind
learns to appreciate diversity and avoid
discrimination. From flyers and posters to
the opening ceremonies, they will watch
young women and young men from a host
of different countries participate alongside
one another. Moreover, for the residents of

people in more than 220 countries play
soccer. The game’s worldwide fan base,
meanwhile, is more than 1.3 billion. Most
countries’ citizens do not even dream of
seeing their national team win the World
Cup; nonetheless, they follow every second
of their team’s games. After all, unlike
in professional leagues, where a team’s
performance tends to track its financial resources, national-level soccer offers even
the smallest countries a fair shot. That’s
why tiny Uruguay is a two-time champion,
and why the Netherlands prides itself as a
three-time runner-up.
There was a time not too long ago when
it seemed like sport might bring Russia
and the West closer together. It was 2014,
and Russian president Vladimir Putin
spent more than $50 billion to welcome
the world to Sochi for the Olympics. His
nation got some worldwide ribbing for
its missing shower curtains and broken
doorknobs, but the Games were safe and
largely smooth. The Closing Ceremony
even poked fun at the famous missing
Olympic ring from the Opening night. It
was a pleasant if not perfect fortnight. As
a warm-up for the main event this year,
the Confederations Cup was a success in
terms of logistics and fan satisfaction.
“It showed the Russians were human
beings,” says Russia expert Mark Galeotti.
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“One could see a different tone in the international coverage.” And now the sporting
world is returning to Russia for the World
Cup.
There’s more intrigue outside the stadiums. As the Games wound down, unrest
in Ukraine ramped up. Russia invaded
Crimea, the U.S. followed with sanctions
soon after, and the fallout continues
today. Russia is blamed for everything
from colluding with the Trump campaign
to interfering in the 2016 U.S. elections to
a widespread doping scandal to hacking
Serena Williams. After a Russian spy was
poisoned in England, leaders of the Iceland
delegation announced they would not
be attending the soccer tournament out
of protest. One elected official in Britain
predicted Putin would use the World Cup
“the way Hitler used the 1936 Olympics.”
ISIS has quite different ideas, threatening
an attack as an act of revenge for backing
Syrian president Bashar Al-Assad.
Relations are poor, perhaps as poor as
ever.
While a recent report revealed the economic benefit will only be “short-lived” - much
of the economic gain has already been
attained through infrastructure spending,
and even there the impact has been limited. World Cup-related investments in the
2013-17 period have accounted for only 1
per cent of total investments in Russia.
There are already signs of impending
trouble. Just last month, FIFA announced
disciplinary proceedings against the Russian Football Union following racist chants
at a March match in St. Petersburg. The
charges of racism have bubbled for so
long that five years ago, Manchester City’s
Yaya Toure called for a boycott by black
players of the World Cup. Russia’s record
on gay rights and domestic violence is not
admirable either.
Some observers will view the 2018 World
Cup in terms of Putin’s effort to project
“soft power,” and as an occasion for
corrupt Russian officials to feather their
nests. And with nearly two million tickets
already sold, the 2018 World Cup is on
track to be a major success.
If the event is a warm display of hospitality, the possible takeaway is that maybe
the Russian leader isn’t so bad after all.
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ELEVEN YEARS WE HOPE
FOR THE BEST

THEN UNDERSTANDING
COME TO US

AND WE START LAUGHING
AT TROUBLES
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This strategy worked rather well for rogue
state North Korea in February’s Olympics,
as Kim Jong-un piggybacked host country
South Korea (at no cost), hogged some of the
spotlight, and displayed a seeming willingness
to rejoin the rest of the world. It was sport-aspropaganda at its finest, and Putin got his own
last laugh when his hockey team won gold and
sung the national anthem even under the cloud
of a doping ban.
“In the current global environment, this is a
way for Putin to show the globe he’s part of the
mainstream,” says Galeotti, author of The Vory:
Russia’s Super Mafia. “He wants to show it’s
all very well for Washington and London to be
critical, but the world still comes to Russia.”
“This is a massive vanity project,” Galeotti says. “It is not on balance going to be a
money-maker for the Russian state. This is the
kind of thing, when no one can stop you from
the presidency, where it’s ‘What do you get for
the guy who has everything?’”
"The games will last just one month and the
associated economic stimulus will pale in
comparison to the size of Russia's $1.3 trillion
economy," Kristin Lindow, a senior vice president and analyst at Moody's, said in the report.
"We do not expect the World Cup to make a
meaningful contribution to broader economic
growth."
That said, there is a huge possible payoff.
Russia still has a glorious culture, a rich history and a fascinating story. Some of the host
cities were hidden away under the cloak of
the Soviet Union and will be new to foreigners.
Russia is far more than oil and gas, oligarchs,
and the Kremlin. So for the benefit of tourism

and simple pride, a Russia that seems reborn and no longer “Soviet” is exactly what
Putin wants to show the world.
in June 2017, FIFA published the full
report from former US Attorney Michael
J. Garcia’s 2014 investigation into the
bidding process for hosting the 2018 and
2022 World Cups. The Garcia report shows
that Russia desperately wanted to host the
event, and that Putin even made personal
appeals to other countries’ voting officials;
yet it finds no evidence of collusion, bribery, or any other rule violations. At a time
when Russia’s domestic corruption and
international rule-breaking dominate global
headlines, it is understandable if that finding comes as a surprise.
A triumph this summer will be a little
tougher to earn than during the Sochi
Games, which were relatively short and
confined to the shores of the Black Sea.
The Olympics media don’t usually roam
around beyond the venues and housing
complexes. The World Cup media, however, will be strewn across the nation. They
will be broadcasting their experiences on
social media more so than in 2014. Control
will be tougher to maintain. And even that
control can become a story: the culling of
stray dogs in the weeks leading up to the
Olympics turned into a PR nightmare for
the host country.
“I think Putin is a genuine nationalist, a
patriot,” Galeotti says. “He wants to be the
president who Made Russia Great Again.”
Now is his golden chance.







FROM BAD TO GOOD AND
BACK TO SLUMS

NO REASONS BE PROUD
FOR YOUNGSTERS

STOP BREATHING TO SEE
FULL PICTURE
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GODS OF SPORT
FIFA World Cup 2018: A look at first-timers in Russia
With 32 teams and over 700 players set to take the field in the 21st edition of the FIFA World Cup, here’s a look at which teams and
players will be featuring for the very first time on football’s grandest stage
This year’s World Cup will see two countries making their debuts on Football’s biggest stage along with a bunch of stars who have
built their reputations playing at club level. Here’s a look at this year’s debutants.

ICELAND
With a population of just 330,000 people, Iceland are the smallest country to have ever qualified for the World Cup. Iceland had a
dream debut in Euro 2016 where they knocked out England in the quarter-finals and went out in the semis to host nation France.
Now they look to carry their tags of ‘Giant Killers’ tag onto the world stage. While hoping for a repeat of their Euro run could be asking for a bit too much, yet what we can be assured of are their passionate fans making their presence felt with their “thunderclap”

PANAMA

Text by Steven Tompson

Photo by Johnatan Lee

chant once again.

Such was the jubilation in Panama u pon qualifying for the World Cup that a national holiday was declared in the country. Panama overcame
Costa Rica 2-1 in their final group game to qualify knocking out the United States of America in the process. Panama enter the tournament with
a mix of veterans and young talent hoping to leave a lasting impression with their maiden World Cup outing.
Harry Kane – Tottenham Hotspurs’ forward Harry Kane will be leading the line for England. Lauded as one of the best strikers in the

HARRY KANE
World, Kane even outscored Messi and Ronaldo in 2017 with 56 goals to his name. His inspirational displays led to Gareth Southgate handing over the captaincy to him, with English supporters hoping he can finally lift an underachieving side from the brink of
mediocrity.

N'GOLO KANTE
Kante shot to fame when he played a major role in Leicester City’s shock Premier League title win in 2016. He then moved to Chelsea where he picked up back-to-back Premier League winners medals helping Chelsea clinch the title at a canter. His excellent ball
winning abilities and boundless stamina have made him an indispensable member of France’s midfield.
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KYLIAN MBAPPE
Kylian Mbappe |forward yet the talented teenager has been tipped for great things in the colors of Les Blues. After scoring 20 plus goals
for Monaco last season, Mbappe was snapped up on loan by PSG with a possibility of making the move permanent with a price tag of 180
million Euros.

MOHAMED SALAH
After scoring 46 goals in his debut season for Liverpool expectations are high for Mohammed Salah to carry forward his talismanic form
into the World Cup. He even scored five goals in the qualifying stages ensuring Egypt make their first World Cup appearance since 1990.
A shoulder injury he picked up following a tumble with Sergio Ramos in the Champions League final has fans all over the country worried,
however, Salah remains confident that he will be fit enough to participate.
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THIAGO ALCANTRA
Thiago Alcantra | Born to a World Cup winning father, Thiago, unlike his dad, who played for Brazil, opted to represent Spain, a country
he has lived in since the age of five. Currently playing for German giants Bayern Munich, Thiago has developed as one of the best
midfielders in the world with an acute understanding of the game.

JOSHUA KIMMICH
Seen as Philip Lahm’s successor after being bought by Bayern Munich in 2015, Kimmich had another sensational club seasonwith 13
assists and six goals. Still only 23, Kimmich has already featured for Germany at the Euro 2016 as well as in their Confederation Cup
triumph in 2017. The World Cup will just be another opportunity for the confident youngster to showcase his immense talent.
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Extreme Survival

W

ith one month to go before the biggest
spectacle in sports, the world cup begins,
this year held in Russia, we put aside all
extremist fears of Russian Ultras pounding foreigners and anti-nationalists and
ISIS threats to behead soccer players and
instead turn our attention to an analysis of countries
and the political process and the 32 of the worlds finest football nations battling to claim one of the most
renowned trophies in sport. With the ongoing bidding for
the 2026 World Cup in the background with Morocco as
the underdog, the moment Morocco entered the bidding
for the 2026 World Cup, you kind of knew it wouldn’t be a
straightforward affair. But few surely imagined it would
become quite as bitter and bizarre as this. Before Morocco threw its hat in the ring, there was only America.
MAGA appears to be the name of the game anywhere
you look these days. Make America Great Again everywhere and anywhere. As long as the US profit and
their competitors eat sand (or salt water or rocks – you
choose), all is good in Trump’s special democracy.

LOST IN THE WOODS

If Donald Trump’s tweets weren’t crazy enough, taking
the American bid leaders totally by surprise and prompting FIFA to issue a reminder about their ethics guidelines
(though they wouldn’t dare take action against Big Brother, now would they?), even by FIFA standards of behindthe-scenes machinations the last week or so has been
distinctly unsavoury. In fact, you couldn’t make it up.
The US Bid is in overdrive: whilst it is obviously against all
regulations and FIFA bidding rules for a bidder to smear
a competitor, there seem to be sufficiently large numbers
of media that are suddenly finding fault with just about
anything Morocco does, wants to do or is not doing half
as well as the greatest nation on earth.

FRUITS OF VICTORY
Morocco’s persistent protestations about alleged foul

play from within the FIFA administration may be partly an
attempt to reduce the arrears and avoid the ignominy of
a record fifth failure to land the biggest prize in football.
Morocco are on the back foot and can perhaps be accused of over-sensitivity but ask yourself this. Are the
United States, Canada and Mexico passionate footballing

nations in the true sense of the word compared with the
north Africans? Perhaps Mexico is but they’ve already
staged the World Cup. Twice in fact. The other two? At
best the jury is out.
History shows, of course, that the World Cup doesn’t
necessarily go to the most deserving of hosts in terms of
pedigree. Qatar is testament to that. Good old footballing
traditions have long given way to commercial realities.
eu orci. Proin imperdiet augue a metus bibendum, eu aliquam mi ornare. Vivamus tincidunt a nibh quis maximus.
Curabitur finibus elit vel elit dictum, volutpat accumsan
nibh elementum.
But the debate over the current campaign runs deeper
than that. Far deeper. Following the corruption-plagued
campaigns of 2018 and 2022 (which, incidentally, still
rumble on and have not yet reached their potentially dramatic denouement), it was hoped that the race for 2026
would represent a refreshing break with the past. That’s
why the vote was opened to all FIFA members. That’s
why the rules were tightened up.
Yet there are serious questions to be answered in terms
of influence being wielded by FIFA’s top brass if Gianni infantino’s regime really want the public at large to believe
the process has been fair and clean.
No-one knows for sure whether Infantino personally
instructed FIFA’s evaluation panel to dig and dig until it
came up with something that could incriminate Morocco.
No-one knows for sure whether he was behind FIFA
inserting previously undisclosed changes late on in the
bid book process, conditions which Morocco couldn’t
possibly meet.
What we do know, or at least glean from unconfirmed
reports, is that the FIFA president favours the joint United
2026 bid. It’s payback time, the narrative goes, from 2016
when then US football supremo Sunil Gulati worked the
room to ensure Infantino was elected.
The deeper one probes, the murkier it gets. But one thing
stands out above everything else. If, as FIFA would have
us believe, Infantino has taken no part in the bid process,
why has there been no action taken against whoever
tried to dish the dirt over Morocco and the tenuous claim
that one of its bid ambassadors, former Senegalese
international El Hadji Diouf, had a family link with FIFA’s
number two Fatma Samoura.
If the complaint had merit and the complainant had
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FIFA 2026
properly done his research, fine. But it appears the whole episode
represented the mother of own goals, illustrated by the fact that
Samoura, who described the allegations as “totally ridiculous and
baseless” has apparently been told she has no case to answer.
Diouf is just as incandescent. “I want to deny all the false allegations that there is a pseudo relationship between FIFA Secretary
General Fatma Samoura and myself,” he was quoted as saying.
“I cannot accept these types of rumour (that are) without any
foundation. Madame Samoura is a compatriot for whom I have
a lot of admiration. I consider her a big sister. We both share the
same passion.”
It is the interpretation of the word sister which is understood to be
at the heart of the complaint about an alleged family relationship
between the pair. Whoever was responsible for making the claims
against Samoura is believed to have done so after hearing Diouf
refer to her as “sister”, a somewhat spurious leap to what has now
been identified as an erroneous conclusion.
It is imperative for FIFA’s credibility that we are told who launched
the complaint in the first place and what was the motivation
behind it. Why? Because whoever was responsible for such an illthought-out process should be forced to carry the can for creating
a false impression. FIFA’s code of ethics is very clear. Filing false
accusations is a serious violation.
“Any person who lodges a complaint against a person who he
knows to be innocent, with the intent of harming this person, or
in any other way takes malicious steps with the intent of harming
this person who he knows to be innocent shall be sanctioned,” the
rules state.
Will they be applied in this case? Probably not. Not if the person
concerned (and fingers are pointing in one specific direction) is a
strong ally of Infantino.
Since the sudden removal of FIFA’s former governance chiefs last
year, which Infantino tried to explain away in geographical and
gender diversity terms, FIFA’s ethics operation has shown a distinct lack of teeth in terms of presenting itself an entirely independent entity. Sure, officials accused of wrongdoing are still being
taken to task but only those whose conduct does not impact on
the current FIFA hierarchy. Taking action against those responsible for the current debacle certainly would.

5

The reality, perhaps, is that no-one high up in FIFA saw Morocco
coming. Nor did most of us for that matter. Don’t forget that a year
ago, the United 2026 team hoped to be fast-tracked into being
awarded the tournament.
The next stage in the proceedings is the eagerly awaited publication of the evaluation panel’s recommendations. Has Morocco
done enough to convince the experts to give it a chance to upset
the odds on June 13? And if it has, will it have done enough to
narrow the gap?
As we await the answers (which most likely will be “yes” and
“no”), Infantino appears to be working behind the scenes to get
re-elected next year. Just as the United States once again staging
the World Cup (or most of it) would give him a strong re-election
platform, so no doubt will his decision to increase the World Cup
from 32 to 48 teams. And so might too his ambitious plans to
change the face of world football with two brand new competitions that would provide FIFA’s federations with a load more dosh.
Indeed, elsewhere on InsideWorldFootball today, former UEFA
number two Lars-Christer Olsson, now in charge of the umbrella
body for European Leagues, accuses Infantino of blatant electioneering tactics.
All of which impacts on the 2026 bid process. Holding the World
Cup in the US, Canada and Mexico will generate far more money
than in Morocco and probably entice any sponsors who may be
having second thoughts about jumping on board after all the corruption scandals.
But it’s the way the process is seemingly being conducted that is
particularly alarming in terms of lack of transparency, honesty and
openness. And there may well be more to come.
Andrew Warshaw is chief correspondent of Insideworldfootball
and was formerly Sports Editor of the European. Contact him at
moc.llabtoofdlrowedisni@wahsraw.werdna

Facts about
The World Cup

You should know that it
can't be health in
any amount that give you
results

1. IMMUNE SUSTEM CRASH

3. BAD SLEEPING DAYS

5. LONG REST IN TRAINING

The World Cup in 2018 will mark the first
time Russia has ever hosted this event
and their 11th World Cup appearance.
Their highest finish was a fourth place
finish in 1966.
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2. PROBLEM WITH LIVER

4. IRRITATION FULL TIME
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GLORY DAYS
Drugs, Violence, And Soccer: 6 Realities Of Hooliganism
As modern observers are slowly coming around on soccer, since most kids grow up playing it and it's a lot less likely to permanently
ruin your brain than other sports. But we'll never get why the rest of the world is so crazy about the sport that they seem to riot after
every game (and before the game, and during the game ...).
Or, at least, that's the impression we get. It turns out this comes from a specific culture of mostly European soccer "hooligans" who
are weirdly obsessed with what they do, to the point that it's more religion than fandom. We talked to Tommy Vinh Bui, a supporter of
Mexico's Club America, and Dougie Brimson, a writer and fan of Britain's Watford F.C., to have them shed some light on the uniquely
passionate (read: insane) culture of hooliganism, and in the process we learned a lot about society in general:

6: Team Rivalries Are Like Violent Family Feuds, Going Back Generations
Or, at least, that's the impression we get. As anyone who's ever snuck onto a rival school's campus to defile their mascot in some whimsically hilarious way can tell you, rivalries can make people act crazy. Tommy Bui told us about how soccer can turn otherwise normal people
into bellowing lunatics:
"Wearing the wrong soccer colors in the wrong neighborhood will duly earn you a thorough thumping," which is British-English for "get your
ass beaten inside out." "Rival jerseys can be claimed as trophies and brandished at games." Stolen jerseys are a hot commodity in hooligan
culture, and, according to Tommy, "It's kind of an egregious mark of Cain to have your shirt or banner forcefully taken from you. And some
of the more rabid [fans] have no moral boundaries." They'll happily steal shirts from elderly fans and women, and in case that's unclear, "steal"
is a word here meaning "attack a total stranger and tear their clothing off."
In North America, most fans grow up watching sports on TV, going to live games with their parents, or playing Blades Of Steel on the NES,
but for someone like Dougie Brimson, becoming a football fan is closer to being initiated into a gang. "I started when I was about 13 in
the early '70s. ... It was like gang culture. The great attraction for us is that it was the first time you do a lot of things. First time you have a
proper fight, first time you have a cigarette, first time you have a drink, first time you bad-mouth a policeman."
The gang comparison isn't an exaggeration. Football rivalries are fierce -- Dougie compared them to blood vendettas, in that they get
passed down through generations.
"The history of rivalries, especially local rivalries, is so ingrained in the culture. It's hatred. Families have fallen apart because someone married a guy who supports the local rivals. I've told my daughter, 'If you ever bring a rival fan to my door, he can wait outside and I'll pack your
bag.'"

5: Alcohol And Drugs Might Have Something To Do With It
We all know that beer flows like water at sporting events, and we're not referring to the fact that stadiums water down their beer to the
point where it basically has the same alcohol content as a wet sandwich. However, according to Tommy, beer is just the beginning for
hooligans.
"Substance abuse is the mainstay of the supporter experience. It's a real cocktail in terms of variety, but the staple of the arsenal seems
to be PVC pipe cleaner. They huff it in prodigious amounts. It's cheap and readily available and can be easily smuggled in." As Tommy
points out, the pipe cleaner is also one of the worst inhalants a person can expose themselves to, because, "It's handy for stripping
people of [their] inhibitions and [any] sense of self-preservation."
In case you're not looking to get the same kind of high that your plumber enjoys, there's always cocaine, which has been described as
"massively in abundance" among soccer fans. Cocaine is to some hooligans what chicken wings are to American football fans -- extremely prevalent, questionably sourced, and a key part of the viewing experience. "I've had very level-headed men talk to me about
interest rates and the capital gains tax only to seconds later have blood trickle from his nose because of the copious amounts of coke
he just snorted before kickoff," Tommy says.
One interview-based study found that the combination of cocaine and alcohol fueled "the facilitation of extreme violence" and "the construction of a (hyper-)masculine identity," which, in addition to shedding light on the riotous nature of soccer fanatics, also helps explain
the events of American Psycho.

4: Hooligans Are Surprisingly Well-Coordinated
But just to be clear, any bunch of rowdy fans can get so worked up that things get out of control. What we're talking about here is on a
whole different level. For instance, rather than wandering around from bar to bar looking for a fight to start, hooligans actually coordinate their brawls using smartphones, as Tommy explains:
"The art of the brawl has become refined to near paramilitary-like exactitude. For instance, a horde of rival supporters attended a concert
where someone from our firm was able to get an accurate head count and report back via a group text the exact location and state
of inebriation they were in." Tommy's group was able to mobilize enough people to start a drunken parking lot melee within the hour.
From knowing specific subway schedules in order to cut off a rival group's escape, to herding them down certain streets to box them in,
hooligan ambushes are planned with surprising precision and efficiency. According to Tommy, "Fight participants are now capable of
broadcasting brawls live [with] beat-by-beat commentaries [for] those who opt to support football supporters vicariously online. So, in
essence, it's 'e-hooliganism.'"
If you're curious about what these fights look like, and don't pretend that you're not, they're pretty easy to find. They're the hooligan
equivalent of cat videos, meaning they're poorly shot and impossible to number:
However, because organizing group ambushes and videotaping drunken fits of violent chaos that you helped start are both against the
law, Dougie explained, there's been a technological arms race between fight-thirsty fans and the police trying to stop them.
"When the Internet started, it was used to organize confrontations. And then you started to see pictures and videos. The police caught
on and started using these forums as well." As a result, a group of spirited hooligans would show up for a planned brawl and the police
would be there waiting. "People would get arrested for stuff they'd done and talked about on the Internet. That side of things was on the
decline by about 2000. Before that people didn't realize you could be traced and tracked. After that it switched to mobile phones."
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And so it will continue, until fans are coordinating brawls via holographic brain implants and the police have to employ a team of precogs in Fly Emirates gear to predict fights before they happen.
Speaking of which ...

3: Hooliganism Is Oddly Helpful To Police
According to Dougie, there's a big debate in England (two, if you count the national poll over whether they should try to trick America into
thinking that every British person lives in Downton Abbey). Basically, the argument is over whether it's the police's job to put a stop to hooliganism, or if it is simply their job to enforce the law while the sport cleans up its own problem. It's similar to the debate over whether it's the
responsibility of the Cleveland Cavaliers to make Cleveland less miserable. But the discussion in England is compounded by the fact that
hooliganism actually offers benefits to the police
"British police are some of the best in the world at dealing with riot situations [and] all of their training, all of their expertise, was developed
through football. Football allows them to monitor groups of people through CCTVs; it allows them to track them through the country, to
listen to them, to identity them, [and] convict them. And it happens at the same time every week: Saturday afternoon. Why would they want
to solve that? It's the perfect training regimen."
While football fans definitely cause problems, they rarely employ extreme violence like others might, so corralling them on a regular basis
provides valuable real-world experience without major risk. It's essentially the crowd-control equivalent of learning how to drive in a parking
lot. Hooliganism also resulted in passing legislation that has helped control more serious issues, as Dougie elaborates:
"The police brought onto the books laws that would allow them to remove passports of people [whom] they suspected would cause trouble
when England played abroad. They didn't need proof; they just needed suspicion. That law, which they swore at the time would only be used
for football, is already being used to combat sex-trafficking and sex tourism."
The money is used to develop new anti-hooligan tactics and technology, which are later used to police the general population as well. And
now you see the problem. It's hard to argue against laws that fight sex-trafficking, and Americans would certainly appreciate riot police
who actually knew what they were doing. There's no incentive to put a true end to hooliganism, because then the gravy train (or, as they call
it in England, the juice lorry) would come to an end and no one would get to play with any new surveillance toys. The police stay happy and
the violent fans stay happy, and they'll both continue to the detriment of everyone else.

2: The Sport Becomes An Outlet For Political Extremists
In America, politics and sports rarely intersect outside of listening to a Dallas Cowboys fan talk about how much he hates Obama. But, as
Dougie explains, fringe political groups exist that routinely recruit members from fans of a particular football club:
"The far right see a football game as an ideal recruiting ground, because you've got large groups of working-class blokes, many of them
quite bitter. There are also groups involved in hooliganism from the far left. You can look at most countries where the game is played and
find politics."
He's not wrong -- extreme political movements bleed into the sport. In Germany, 4,000 hooligans and neo-Nazis recently clashed with police while parading as "Hooligans Against Salafists," because the irony of protesting violence with violence is utterly lost on people who join
neo-Nazi organizations. Violent Greek fans are motivated by economic uncertainty; Serbian fans disrupted a gay pride festival; fans clash
along ethnic lines in Macedonia; Italian fans associate themselves with Mussolini; the Dutch have problems with anti-Semitism; and Russia
and Poland have neo-Nazi fans that apparently never learned much about what actually happened during World War II.
Even if you couldn't care less about football, you've probably read at least one story about black players being taunted with monkey noises
or having bananas thrown at them. And while you could argue that the fans were merely concerned with the players' potassium levels, you
would have to be stupid to do so.
Both men we talked to insist those incidents are few and far between. "That's not to say they don't go on," says Dougie, "but the fact that
when they do they become big news is testimony to how far we've come and how successful we've been [in weeding out racism]."
But that only touches on the larger problem, which is that ...

1: Hooliganism Is A Symptom Of Bitter Class Divides
Football in England, like football in America, is traditionally a blue-collar sport. It's even built into how the games are scheduled. Many
stadiums are near industrial areas, so men can go into work on a Saturday morning, hit the pub afterward, and then go to an afternoon
game. Wealthier people tended to favor stuffier hobbies like cricket, polo, hunting humans for sport, etc. That's changed over the years, but
football's reputation as a pastime for the working class remains. And that's given rise to another reason to keep hooligans around -- sensationalism. Dougie explains:
"People like to label [hooligans] as stupid. [They] need to believe that, because it allows them to think that they're better than the hooligans. I
think that's why the media's so fascinated with hooliganism, why they make such a big deal whenever something spectacular happens. ... It's
the same kind of fascination that people have with shows like Jerry Springer, where you can watch people act like idiots and feel [superior
to] them."
Now, your first thought is probably, "Of course people think hooligans are idiots. They're going around smashing property, beating each
other up, and stealing people's clothing. Those are things that idiots do." But here's the unspoken message that always gets sent:
The lower classes love football;
Violent drunks love football;
Therefore,
The lower classes are violent drunks.
So, the photos and videos of out-of-control hooligans serve as a powerful piece of rhetoric all across Europe. In Scotland and Ireland, hooligans are divided along religious lines, whereas in Spain, the divide is political. Sensationalizing hooligans as a bunch of deranged hoods
makes those divides even wider and creates a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Headlines like "Murder On A Soccer Train!" and "Mindless Morons" aren't exactly presenting a neutral, nuanced recap of the facts. It's
similar to how crime rates are down but most Americans think they're up, because sensationalized crime reporting attracts more eyeballs.
Playing up hooliganism as an epidemic works well in the media, but it winds up perpetuating the social divides associated with the sport.
In other words, soccer hooliganism becomes kind of an object lesson in how certain forms of cultural stupidity can persist across generations. Like so many highly visible social problems, the question of "Why can't society fix this?" is answered with another question: Are you
sure it wants to?
Dougie is an author and screenwriter. You can check out his work here. Tommy Vinh Bui harangues can be found here and here. You
can read more from Mark at his website.
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Step From Delirium

T

rying to find an identity within part of a team is perhaps on of the most daunting and tricky challenges
in life. Whether you are an endlessly energetic five
year old dropped in among a gaggle of other equally
raring five year olds, or a credited player joining the
ranks of an already established team it can sometimes feel like the jumping in the ball pit at Ikea, not knowing
what creatures lurk within its colourful depths. Will you make
it back up to breathe? Will you make a friend out of it? Or will
you just be another lonely figure in a vat of hollow plastic
balls? Its scary and often intimidating but it is also crucial
in kids sports. Not only does it set them up with skills more
valuable than medals and trophies, it sets shows them the
importance of all members of society within a whole and how
all types of roles, responsibilities and personalities make up
a team. Finding oneself while working in a group is a transferable lesson but it is hard as hell and it takes a lot of effort on
all parts and sometimes it takes accepting the roles that fit
each player rather than trying to fit each player into fixed roles.

QUALITY BIGGEST IMPORTANCE
The strength of a team actually lies in the overall structure and
functionality of it, not just the range of players - including the
weakest. Even if a team has a top ranking player leading its
way if the structure of it is not balanced and situated, there is
little room for success, particularly success for the development of individual players. There are many types of players
with many types and degrees of roles. The key to having a
successful team is to understand this and to try to find out the
personalities and abilities of each player and to capitalize off
this while also encouraging growth. There will always be a the
player who fits Super-star role and wracks in points easily and
likewise, there will always be players who should perhaps try
another sport but are still there every game. Each player works
to find an identity within this and to own it, regardless of where
it stands on the "value" spectrum.
There will always be stronger and weaker players but its the
united squad that decides the fate and prospect of a teams
abilities. Each member’s contribution will have a different
impact but they are also all equally important. Even in pro
sports there are players who do not necessarily shine under
the spotlight or are the most lucrative in terms of plays and
points but they are still sturdy members of the team, and let's
face it, still wrack up a yearly gross wage that shadows most
households combined earnings. They are middle ground grunt
players who get done what needs to get done. They might not
be as credited or hyped as other players but they know how
they fit in to a team and they prosper off of it while also helping the team gain success.
Finding ones niche as a player is not simple. Time, perseverance, misplays of the month and literal blood and bruises
are invariable elements of the process and even through all
of this there isn't a red tape finish line to cross indicating that
you have found your role. It’s not static either. Teams shift in
dynamics when players are traded or added, when coaches
change and even when as the players themselves develop at
varying speeds but when each player has a solid identity to fall
back on, the team as a whole is more likely to meet victory.
The fundamentals of this self-awareness within a group
setting should be implemented at the first kick off for it to

be most useful and therefore it requires active work from all
peripheral influences as well, including parents and coaches.
Pushing a child too far one way or trying to fit them into set
moulds can be a serious hindrance on their ability to find and
own their space on a team but similarly, so can being too aloof
and distant. Kids can easily get lost coasting or staying stagnant in their skills if they are not challenged or are not being
pushed to challenge themselves.
The trickiness of learning the type of player a child is already
a challenge in house league and it only escalates when comes
to more competitive teams and professional sports. Like anything else in life, as soon as status and finances are involved,
the stakes change and everything is intensified. It can also become more complicated with age, particularly when it comes
to female athletes. Studies have shown that once puberty
hits, girls are twice as likely to drop sports in comparison to
boys. The girls who do manage to continue with sports then
seem to have to learn how to manoeuvre through a minefield
of etiquette on top of everything. There seems to be this
unspoken understanding that girls should have prominence
on a team without standing out too much. Young girls are
trained to be likable, complacent figures that follow rules and
are easily BFF's with the world. Play too rough and your likely
to be called names and labelled with harsh titles, play too
competitively and you are an attention crazy show off, take
up too much floor space and you risk envy or animosity from
others. And so to play it safe and stay within the fed roles, girls
often quiet down their individual spaces within the team. They
often do not want to be too visible for fear of upsetting others
or drawing too much attention to themselves. This can lead to
a team of coasters and coasting players are not the same as
mid-ground ones. Middle ground players are necessary components of a team but coasting, hesitancy and fear should not
be. Every player, regardless of skill, should be pushed to work
as hard as they can while also understanding that one players
"hardest" will be different from another's and that's ok.

DECIDE WHAT IS BETTER FOR YOU
Parents and coaches can help kids find their player identities
through encouragement, positive criticism and open discussion. It can be easy for parents, much like the kids, to be
distracted by the glory of the game and to start missing the
fact that team sports are much like machines that only function when all parts are working in tandem. To all those parents
on the side lines of their children's games who become retired
pro's as soon as their child's foot grazes the ball, yelling "Shoot
the ball, shoot the ball!" like this is some newly profound
thought, this is to you. Maybe your child is not meant to be
the top scorer, maybe their skill is set up or defensive force or
maybe they are processing what to do in their heads and do
not need your fan-stand guidance. Parents should encourage
growth and the testing of new skills and plays. They should
talk about the games with their kids afterwards in terms of
areas of improvement, areas that need a little work and the
dynamics of the plays, not just stats and goal counting. They
should also let their kids find their own identities in a team,
which may mean accepting the fact that they are never going
to be the flashiest stars or top ranked but as long as they are
pushing themselves as hard as possible, they will eventually
find their own way.

MAGGIE THISTLE
Maggie Thistle is
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Concussions in soccer and what to do
By Johannes Scontito
The subject of concussions in sports, especially involving
children, has been a hot topic since 2010. Numerous studies have been done by universities, governments and private
interest groups. Deaths of athletes, especially young athletes
has become increasing put under a microscope-a good
example is the death of the woman rugby player, Rowan
Stringer in 2013, who died as a result of repeated blows to
the head.
These concerns grew out of the effect on professional athletes of head related injuries and their long term affect. Since
the injury came from the playing of a sport, for a long time it
was considered a self inflicted consequence of playing sport.
The shift in responsibility from the player to the organization
has been slow but steady.
The first sport to receive the impact of this attention was
boxing. Football came next, but because of its enormous
popularity the discussion of alternatives and remedies has
been extremely slow in coming. Hockey came next but a
full and frank discussion of the causes and responsibility of
action has been extremely slow. Baseball had already taken
preventative action with the development of the helmet and
thus has not faced as great of a criticism as contact sports
like football and hockey. Basketball to a great extent avoided
the criticism because, like baseball, it is not a true contact
sport. Soccer tends to follow the trajectory of basketball in
that it also is not considered a contact sport.
The JAMA Pediatrics study in 2014 found that for every
10,000 ‘athlete exposures’ (a player participating in a soccer
game or practice) there were 4.5 concussions among girls
and 2.8 among boys. Head Case, a private group who want
sports to be safer, found that there were 3.3 concussions
among girls and 1.9 among boys. Chris Nowinski, founding
executive director of the Sports Legacy Institute, a non profit
group in the US focused on research and prevention of brain
trauma, said that ‘the fastest way to make high school soccer
safer is to limit rough play’ and the ‘right now, there are potentially more collisions being allowed than should be’.
The Centre for Disease Control in the US has indicate that
the reported concussions has doubled in the last 10 years.
3,800,000 concussions were reported in 2012, double what
was reported in 2002. Of these concussions, 33% happened
in practice, 47% happened in high school football; 90% of
concussions do not involve loss of consciousness.
Violent contact with other people happens rarely, but can
happen in play or other circumstances. If as a result of that
contact, a concussion is suspected, treatment of suspected
concussion is simple: stop the activity and do not return to it
the same day. Get medical assistance immediately if you do
not feel right, in any way, especially if your pupils seem of different sizes. Simply put, all potential injuries to the head must
be treated as very serious. All efforts by those who organize
or lead teams to stop violent play and the encouragement of
violent play. Finally, the youth should be taught from a very
early age to protect their heads and to report to parents or
teachers immediately when they have been hit in the head.
what makes you tough in real life but soft on sport
With the significant growth on recreational youth sport since
the 1970’s, and the growing knowledge of the importance of
concussion in retarding youth development, and the change
in attitudes in society as to responsibility shifting from the

player to the organizers of the sport, a discussion of the
potential risks of concussion in youth soccer has become
popular. Rarely a year goes by now without the appearance,
at least once, of a discussion of concussions in the news.
Two areas in soccer have been especially analyzed as risk
areas: one is the heading of balls and the other is the playerto-player contact. In house league soccer, before the ages
of 12 to 14, it is extremely rare to see youth heading balls or
youth being taught to head balls. The heading of balls was often taught in competitive teams from 10 years of age and up.
With the growing awareness in the past ten years of this area
of risk, many coaches have stopped on their own promoting
this part of play or their organizations have banned this type
of play.
It might be useful to define what is being talked about. A concussion is an injury suffered to the head in which the brain
shakes inside the skull. When a person suffers a concussion they can experience symptoms of dizziness and loss of
consciousness.
In 2014 a group of American parents in California filed a
lawsuit, Mehr v FIFA and US Soccer, claiming that the soccer
associations had mishandled concussion treatment at all
levels of play. They argued that the organizations had done
little to detect and treat head injuries even though they have
been aware of the medical community calls for change.
They demanded that the soccer governing bodies alter rules
regarding player substitutions to ensure injured players can
be taken out of games and limit headers for players 17 years
of age and younger. It also sought medical monitoring for
anyone who has player soccer since 2002. A federal judge
dismissed the suit allowing the parents to refile.
question you must answer before go ahead
The JAMA Pediatrics study in 2014 found that for every
10,000 ‘athlete exposures’ (a player participating in a soccer
game or practice) there were 4.5 concussions among girls
and 2.8 among boys. Head Case, a private group who want
sports to be safer, found that there were 3.3 concussions
among girls and 1.9 among boys. Chris Nowinski, founding
executive director of the Sports Legacy Institute, a non profit
group in the US focused on research and prevention of brain
trauma, said that ‘the fastest way to make high school soccer
safer is to limit rough play’ and the ‘right now, there are potentially more collisions being allowed than should be’.
The Centre for Disease Control in the US has indicate that
the reported concussions has doubled in the last 10 years.
3,800,000 concussions were reported in 2012, double what
was reported in 2002. Of these concussions, 33% happened
in practice, 47% happened in high school football; 90% of
concussions do not involve loss of consciousness.
Violent contact with other people happens rarely, but can
happen in play or other circumstances. If as a result of that
contact, a concussion is suspected, treatment of suspected
concussion is simple: stop the activity and do not return to it
the same day. Get medical assistance immediately if you do
not feel right, in any way, especially if your pupils seem of different sizes. Simply put, all potential injuries to the head must
be treated as very serious. All efforts by those who organize
or lead teams to stop violent play and the encouragement of
violent play. Finally, the youth should be taught from a very
early age to protect their heads and to report to parents or
teachers immediately when they have been hit in the head.
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Across
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Down
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. A kick from the center of the box
5. People who teach players about soccer
7. F ú t b o l , a s p o r t
9. A warning for a bad foul
10. T he top side of the frame of the goal
12 . 2 o f t h e s e p a r t i c i p a t e i n e a c h g a m e
15 . C e n t r a l i z e d p l a y e r
1 7. G e t t i n g t h e b a l l i n f r o m t h e s i d e s o f t h e f i e l d
18 . H i t ti n g a s o c c e r b a l l
20. Kicking the ball at the goal
22. Giving the ball to someone else
23. Back of the goal
24. Making a bad challenge/tackle
1.
3.
4.
6.

Back player
The objects that protect your shins
The result of a foul
The shoes you wear in a soccer match

8. I
11.
13.
14 .
16 .
19.
21.
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_________ed a goal
A suspension, a sending off
The clothing that covers your shins and feet
The shirt that represents both teams
Side of the frame of the goal
Professionals are Man Cit y, Man United, etc.
Attacking player
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NEW REALITY duis nec sodales
dolor. Suspendisse nisl turpis,
dictum id eleifend ut, lobortis
non est. Cras venenatis dignissim mauris ac convallis.

